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WHAT IF YOUR FITNESS BUSINESS COULD HELP YOU:

Impact people worldwide 
(my awesome clients)

Reach your income goals 
(my income growth)
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So… 

What do you think it takes to achieve this? 

Come on, give it a shot. 

OK, you likely guessed it (did the title give it away, lol) – you, of course, become an online 

personal trainer. 

Notice I didn’t say you need to become an ‘industry expert,’ complete every ‘certification Notice I didn’t say you need to become an ‘industry expert,’ complete every ‘certification 

program' or even become ‘instafamous’? 

You don’t need to do any of that. 

The question you might be asking now is; what is the very FIRST step to get started with online 

personal training. 

I’m going to show you exactly how to do so below.  

But first, a word of warning:But first, a word of warning: I’m not here to fed you some BS guru strategies that you’ve heard 

a million times before and leave you feeling overwhelmed. Nor am I here to promise you a pot of 

gold at the end of the rainbow. Sorry about that! 

Instead I'm going to share tried and tested strategies that will get you tangible results (see 

below) as an online personal trainer. 

Work from anywhere! 
(Me living upside down in Bali)
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I can promise you this because I learned how to start online personal training the hard way. 

You see… back in November 2012, I was thrown into the deep end. 

I quit my secure job as a survey engineer. 

Right then and there… I made a decision that completely changed my life. I was 26 years old. 

I was foolish and hungry enough to believe I was brave. 

So I took the risky decision. 

I found the guts to follow my passion for health and fitness. 

I got started by coaching and training clients in a budget gym in the north east of England. I got started by coaching and training clients in a budget gym in the north east of England. 

Personal training was seen as a real luxury here, but I managed to get between 15 and 20 

full-time clients. 

No matter what I tried, I couldn’t seem to add more. 

THE ONE DECISION THAT CHANGED EVERYTHING 
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On top of working 45-60 hours every week on the gym floor, I needed to write programs, 

manage my small business, do some local marketing and pay my bills. 

It was overwhelming, and I quickly felt stuck again – it was the EXACT opposite of why I got 

into the fitness industry to follow my passion. 

I was back to working my butt o , yet not making much money, especially after the gym took 

their big cut each month. 

I was completely burnt out. 

I quickly realized that the traditional personal training model was failing me. 

I needed more clients. 

I needed a better income. 

I wanted more time o . 

Or else I was going to fail, and I’d be back in my full-time job again. 

So I had to learn how to do this quickly and in the most a ordable and e cient way. 
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That’s when I decided to start my first online fitness business, Exceed Nutrition. 

(For the record, I had no previous experience of online business or marketing.) 

I got to work and soon discovered how to get all the clients that I needed and how to deliver 

them incredible results in the process. 

The best bit was, I was now doing this 100% online, in my own time, charging premium rates 

and enjoying the process. 

And check this... And check this... 

The result has been in just a few short years, I’ve been able to 10X my previous engineering 

salary, become a worldwide published author, coach thousands of people through my site and 

programs, and doing so all from the comfort of my home every day. 

In fact, for the last two and half years, I've been continuously traveling and living in new 

countries every few months. #digitalnomad ;) 

Below is my current “o ce” in Bali. (I’m writing this guide from this exact spot!) :)
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So now let me show you how to do this… 

I suggest you START with the audience. 

By starting with the audience, you get to understand who they are and what their specific 

(emotional) needs are. 

Meaning, you get to HAVE A DIALOG with them BEFORE selling them anything. 

Think about that. 

It changes the dynamics of the whole game. It changes the dynamics of the whole game. 

Let’s now find YOUR ideal audience: 

1 . Traditional personal training (o ine coaching) is a cash for time business model that 

leads to burn out. 

2 . Online personal training is the answer to FINALLY achieving the career in health & 

fitness that you want. 

3. Any trainer or coach can now start online personal training 

SUBTEXTS
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You need to be able to answer the following two questions: 

WHO do you want to serve? 

HOW do you want to serve them? 

Knowing the answers to these two questions will change the way your online fitness business 

operates. 

(HINT: I'm going to provide you the answers to these questions in the rest of this guide) 

And it's yourAnd it's your starting point for online personal training. 

I would therefore recommend you write those down before continuing. 

Do it. I'll wait. Promise. 

. 

. 

Okay, now let me help you answer them... 

PART  OF : FINDING YOUR AUDIENCE 
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We all operate in the ‘health & fitness industry,’ which is big, broad and general. 

If you’re a personal trainer or health coach, then you are likely helping your clients with 

fat-loss, muscle-building, improving energy, well-being, etc etc... 

You’re a "Jack of all trades”. 

When you go online, this must STOP. 

Read that last line again; it's that important. 

Instead, you must work in a market of this industry such as Instead, you must work in a market of this industry such as “weight loss” OR “muscle-building.” 

Once you’ve identified a potential market — like weight loss — you then need to narrow down 

your audience even further. 

Markets are made up of niches, and within these niches, there are even smaller “pockets of 

people” with particular fears, frustrations, wants and desires. 

BOOM! … This is where you want to be looking! 

FINDING YOUR WHO 
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Let me demonstrate what I mean: 

Instead of just being another online coach who specializes in nothing and is a "Jack of all trades," 

you become MUCH more. 

You decide that your significant market within the industry is weight loss. 

But that’s still too big and broad. 

We need to narrow that down. What about weight loss for men? 

Better. Better. 

But more specifically … men over 20% body fat. 

But not just obese men … busy professional obese men. 

But not just busy professional obese men… a busy obese man who has children. 

You are therefore NO longer just another online trainer. 

Instead, you are... 

See how that works? 

Do you get what I’ve just done here? 

By finding out who your online coaching or service is perfect for, you can create your target 

market. 

By having a specific client you’d like to work with, you can fine-tune your idea to them, and 

make it bespoke. 

A body coach specializing in helping busy professional Dad's get 

under 20% body fat in less than 6 months.
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This means you won’t waste time, e ort or investment trying to sell your online coaching to 

people who don’t want it. 

(In fact, trying to sell something to everyone is not suitable for online business.) 

Once you have this information, you can then provide this specific group of people the perfect 

online service that feels like a ‘glass slipper’ to their problems. 

This is how to stand out when selling online coaching or services and your marketing will 

become a magnet to those who you are speaking directly too. 

The takeaway point here is this The takeaway point here is this – you must niche down and solve one problem for one select 

group of people. 

Here's the type of results you can expect when you do: 

Powerful stu , right? 

Next, we must validate this niche to discover: 

 - Is the audience I want out there? 

 - Are they passionate about the topic? 

 - Are they seeking a solution to their problem? 

 - Are they hungry enough to buy? 
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1 . Your starting point for online personal training is knowing WHO you want to serve and 

HOW you want to serve them. 

2 . You must select a particular niche and stop being a Jack of all trades. 

3. Online trainers who try to appeal to everyone will appeal to no one. 

SUBTEXT
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Target a lousy niche – where the audience is not big enough, or they are not looking for a 

solution or willing to pay for it – and you’re doomed. 

#GameOver 

Pick the wrong niche, and no matter how good your marketing is, your idea is not going to gain 

traction. 

You’ll hear crickets. 

This can be frustrating because you’ve barely started. 

That’s why you can’t skip this next stage.That’s why you can’t skip this next stage. Because when you operate in a proven 

money-market, that’s half the battle won. 

Literally. 

The “shortcut” I’m about to share will almost guarantee that you find a niche that will work for 

you. 

Where people are actively seeking out solutions to their fears, frustrations, wants and desires. 

… and PAYING for these solutions. 

PART  OF : VALIDATING YOUR NICHE
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So here’s what you need to know: 

Passionate people find each other. 

Reread that part I bolded. 

You want to serve a passionate niche. 

(from experience, it can mean the dierence between loving what you do each day, or hating it - just 

sayin'). 

If your passionate audience exists and they are actively seeking a solution to their problems If your passionate audience exists and they are actively seeking a solution to their problems 

(see below), then they are likely already hanging out in places like: 

 - Online forums 

 - Facebook groups 

 - Twitter chats 

 - Local meetups 

Here’s a cool google ‘hack’ to find your audience. 

Search google for: 

Your topic + forum 

Your topic + blog 

Your topic + community 

If your audience is out there, you might just hit a goldmine of information to help you If your audience is out there, you might just hit a goldmine of information to help you 

validate your niche. 

BONUS TIP
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Let me demonstrate how to do this... 

Say your chosen market is “helping post pregnancy moms restore their bodies and well-being 

using the Paleo diet.” 

You’ll want to search "Paleo" in Facebook groups to see if your audience is already there. 

Now you want to go and do the same for: 

Twitter 

Meetup 

iTunes 

And any other platform that you feel your audience would like to hang out on. (and no, that 

doesn't mean hangin' out on tinder for an hour) ;) 
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If you can find your audience engaging on any of these platforms, then you’re ready for this 

next step. 

You now must find out if they are willing to PAY for solutions. 

Is your niche already purchasing any of the following? 

 - Books 

 - Courses 

 - Software 

  - Memberships 

 - Workshops 

 - Events 

 - Equipment 

 - Coaching 

 - Services 

...you get the idea, right? 

Be sure to check Be sure to check Amazon for any existing products. 

LET'S TALK DINERO 
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Now you want to go and do the same for: 

Udemy for courses. 

EventBrite for workshops/seminars. 

And any purchasing platform that you feel your audience would typically buy from. 

Now you’re ready for the next step (providing you’ve found a niche that is actively out there 

looking for a solution). 

Next, I’m going to show you how to transition from just having your target market in mind, to Next, I’m going to show you how to transition from just having your target market in mind, to 

understanding and knowing EVERY single important detail about your ideal online client. 

When you get this right, you can achieve results like this: 

1 . Operating in a proven, passionate, money-market is half the battle for online success. 

2 . If your audience exists then they are already hanging out in places online - YOU need to 

go find them. 

3. You must quickly validate that your audience are willing to PAY for products or services

SUBTEXT
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Now you must build your avatar. 

Only when you take the time to map out your exact avatar, should you advance with your 

product creation and marketing. 

Don’t do ANYTHING until you have completed this. 

And it makes sense, right? 

To market a product or service correctly, the first thing you must do is get clear on WHO your To market a product or service correctly, the first thing you must do is get clear on WHO your 

ideal client is, where they are hanging out, what their challenges are. 

But the impact of taking the time to create and find your avatar goes beyond just building a 

good program. 

It’s going to stem into every inch of your marketing and sales, which we know is the driving 

force for improving your income. 

You’ll know what blog posts, eBooks, and social media updates to publish that ensure your You’ll know what blog posts, eBooks, and social media updates to publish that ensure your 

avatar takes notice. 

You’ll learn where your ideal avatar hangs out, how to find them and what targeting options to 

use to get in front of them. 

PART  OF : BUILDING YOUR AVATAR 
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Your website, blogs, adverts and sales pages will improve because you know who you are 

writing to and in a way that compels your avatar to take action. 

… and that’s just scratching the surface. 

Any part of the marketing and sales process that “touches” the client (which is pretty much 

EVERYTHING) will improve when you get clear on your client avatar. 

After all, it’s a person that buys our products and services. 

It pays It pays (quite literally) to get clear on the characteristics of that person, so you can find and 

present them with a message that moves them to action. 

So let's freakin' dive in... 

There are 5 major components to the client avatar. 

Let’s make up an example avatar here together, shall we? 

Meet Steve.

THE  AVATAR COMPONENTS 
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Let’s look at each component of the Avatar profile and fill them with our example, Steve.

# GOALS & VALUES 

#KNOWLEDGEBOMB 

Based on this information we know already about Steve, a Facebook advert calling 

out“men who want to regain control of their body,” would be PERFECT. 

That will get Steve’s attention.
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This section is critical to determining the “where” of your client avatar. 

You will determine the best places to advertise and the targeting options you’ll use to reach 

your avatar by listing their sources of information. 

At this point it’s important to think about what else your avatar is seeing, hearing, reading and 

listening to. 

Let’s map it out for Steve: 

Books:Books: High Performance Living by yours truly {grin} 

Magazines: Men’s Health 

Websites: Bodybuilding.com 

Guru’s: Jamie Alderton 

Are you getting the picture? 

#  SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

Applying demographic information will bring your client avatar to life. 

Demographic information like age, gender and location will give your persona a look and feel. 

Let's do it for Steve… 

Steve is 40 years old, married with two kids aged 8 and 10 and lives in Manchester, UK. He works as 

an engineer, in a project management role and earns £45,000 per year. He’s university educated and 

enjoys fly-fishing on a Sunday. 

#  DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
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If your program or service can speak directly to your ideal client's pain points, it’s going to get a 

response, and they will likely take action on it. 

For Steve, his challenges are: 

#1. Losing the body fat he is gaining each month slowly 

#2. Finding time to get to the gym 

#3. Staying up to date with the best nutrition and training advice to help him 

#4. He feels alone in tackling this challenge 

For Steve, his pain points are: For Steve, his pain points are: 

#1. His confidence is low because of how he looks 

#2. He’s not getting any younger and feels the pressure 

#3. He’s fears getting ill from poor health and not being able to support his family 

#  CHALLENGES & PAIN POINTS 

#KNOWLEDGEBOMB 

Previously we created an ad for “men who want to regain control of their body.” 

Now we can take this a step further… 

"Are you tired of gaining weight because you lack time to eat healthily and exercise regularly? 

Then check out our Elite Body Program explicitly created for men who want to regain control of 

their body." 

Now we’ve got Steve’s attention because it’s specific to one of his Now we’ve got Steve’s attention because it’s specific to one of his pain points and 

challenges.
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Why would your client avatar choose NOT to buy your product or service? 

These are called “objections,” and they must be addressed in your marketing. 

You must also determine your avatar’s role in the purchasing process. 

Are they the primary decision maker? 

Are they a decision influencer? 

Understanding your ideal client's decision-making process is paramount to the success of your Understanding your ideal client's decision-making process is paramount to the success of your 

future marketing and sales campaigns. 

So what would Steve’s objections to the sale be: 

#1. Does this give him the flexibility to eat with his family at night 

#2. How long will each of the training sessions be and how often 

And his role in the purchasing process: 

Steve is the decision maker and has the funds to buy an online program when he wants to. He’s not Steve is the decision maker and has the funds to buy an online program when he wants to. He’s not 

worried about the price point but does seek value from his purchases. 

BOOM!

Now, remember back to the start when I stated: 

You need to be able to answer the following two questions: 

WHO do you want to serve? 

HOW do you want to serve them? 

We’ve just completed the WHO. We’ve just completed the WHO. 

#  OBJECTIONS 
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Congrats, nice work. 

Next, I’m going to show you the HOW. 

SUBTEXT

1 . You must build an avatar to get clear on WHO your ideal client is, where they are 

hanging out and what their challenges are. 

2 . The "secret sauce" to online marketing only happens once you get clear on your client 

avatar and start speaking directly to them. 

3. You must not create a website or online program until you have mapped out the 5 avatar 

components for YOUR ideal client. 
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The big question now is HOW can you best serve your selected niche online. 

Below I'm going to show you five strategies that you can use to start with serving your 

audience. 

They are tried and tested business models that work. 

In fact, they work so well, you're soon gonna feel like you've just hit a PB..

Here you o er your knowledge and expertise in the online setting, so no more meeting clients 

in person. 

Yaassss! 

This means you can now work from anywhere you want. 

You know your stu , have some experience and can show results, so people will pay you to 

access this. 

In return, you provide personal help to your online clients, via plans or private calls. 

PART  OF : HOW TO SERVE YOUR NICHE

# CONSULTING & COACHING 
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It’s e ortless to set up, you don’t need to create anything aside from a great looking application 

form, and then you can directly promote this by giving it a shout out on social media, paid 

advertising or via email. 

Or all 3 if you're a propa hustla ;) 

You can have this online coaching model set up and working e ciently for you on auto-pilot 

within a matter of days. 

For the majority of my students, this is the coaching model that I recommend starting with For the majority of my students, this is the coaching model that I recommend starting with 

online. 

It’s easy to implement and has excellent potential for a high recurring income. 

#KNOWLEDGEBOMB 

This is how I got started with online personal training, and I o ered my clients direct 

email access to me, to help them with their nutrition and exercise. 

On it’s most basic level, I would o er personal nutrition and training plans and would 

send these to clients via email. 

I was able to coach a large number of clients like this, way more than I could when I was able to coach a large number of clients like this, way more than I could when 

working in a gym, and could do it from the comfort of my home each day. 

At my busiest, this would still only take a couple of hours per day, which left me loads of 

time to do other things that I wanted. 
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Here you sign up as an a liate to other people’s related products or services in the fitness 

industry. 

This should be for things that you know your existing clients or followers will WANT to buy. 

The best bit is you don’t need to create anything yourself. 

Not.a.thing. 

You just pass on your a liate links and every time someone buys through it, you get a cut. 

This is a straightforward way to get started online however This is a straightforward way to get started online however it’s not a fast way to make money, 

more of a long game. 

If you are super busy or already know that you don’t want to create anything, or coach anybody 

online, but would still like to earn money from it, then I’d recommend this approach for you. 

However please note, I’m NOT referring to those dodgy MLM schemes – that’s not what I mean 

here. 

They are for losers, fact! 

#  AFFILIATE MARKETING

Now we are moving up the online ladder... 

Ideally you have a small audience already, perhaps via your email list, social media fans or 

website blog. 

Here you will create a small digital download at a reasonable price. 

Significant work is needed now, as you must create that content, have it designed and packaged, 

plus put up a sexy looking sales page for it. 

This work usually pays o , as you now have a high-quality digital product This work usually pays o , as you now have a high-quality digital product that you can sell 

online forever. 

#  EBOOKS & PROGRAMS 
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This is when you start making money while you sleep. 

My suggestion is to start making an income via consulting first, and then get to work on 

building out ebooks and programs only when you have a sustainable income coming in already. 

Okay, okay, I know many trainers struggle to send an email never mind create a software 

product. 

But here’s the thing; you only need the big ideas to make this happen. 

You should work alongside a developer to turn your ideas into a reality, and it could be software 

for ANYTHING. 

(Check out the iTunes app store, and you will see thousands of FitPros creating workout apps, recipe 

apps and coaching apps for people to purchase.) 

If you’ve got a great idea - then you should make it happen.  If you’ve got a great idea - then you should make it happen.  

#  SOFTWARE & APPS 
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This is considered one of the best online business models to have because it harnesses 

recurring income. 

Here you put significant amounts of content behind a paid ‘wall’ that customers will pay you 

monthly or annually to access. 

If you can create something that genuinely becomes someone’s ‘final solution’ to solving the 

problem they started paying you for, you will have a customer for life. 

Most membership programs are created with recurring income in mind. 

This means it’s a This means it’s a forever transaction until the client says to stop. 

This means no more ‘one-o ’ nutrition plans or 8-week coaching packages. 

As you grow your membership, you grow your monthly income. 

This is ideal if you already have an online following and some products or courses you can add 

to your membership site. (My Exceed Masterclass is the perfect example of this). 

No matter what you want to achieve from an online fitness business, it’s probable that you will 

use one or more of the above models. 

#  MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMS 

I’ve given you a framework for finding people WHO you want to serve and HOW to serve them 

online. 

Those are the exact first steps you need to take. 

Remember, you need to be able to answer the following two questions: 

WHO do you want to serve? 

HOW do you want to serve them? 

Only then are you ready for the next steps of creating and growing an online fitness business. 

WHAT TO DO NOW 
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I’ve created the Exceed Masterclass to take you through, step-by-step, how to implement 

everything that you have just learned, plus much more. 

It’s your roadmap to give you the answers you need to be able to create your online fitness 

business with a firm foundation. 

LETS TAKE ACTION

THE MASTERCLASS WILL HELP YOU TO: 

#1. Build an online fitness business you love, that generates predictable, recurring income 

and finally gives you the freedom and lifestyle you want 

#2. Attract more online clients and keep them engaged and involved in your program, so 

that they stick around and continue paying for longer 

#3. Finally get to grip§s with the technical side of building and managing your online #3. Finally get to grip§s with the technical side of building and managing your online 

business - saving you hours of frustration 

#4. Eliminate the guesswork and stop throwing stu  at the wall and hoping something 

sticks by giving you a step by step roadmap to follow 
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#5. Become infinitely better at managing your fitness business on a day to day basis, so 

that you have way more time and far less stress 

I recommend you click the button below and join us inside as soon as possible. 

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE
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1 . Traditional personal training (o ine coaching) is a cash for time business model that 

leads to burn out. 

2 . Online personal training is the answer to FINALLY achieving the career in health & 

fitness that you want. 

3. Any trainer of coach can now start online personal training. 

4 . Your starting point for online personal training is knowing WHO you want to serve and 

HOW you want to serve them. 

5. 5. You must select a particular niche and stop being a Jack of all trades. 

6 . The "secret sauce" to online marketing only happens once you get clear on your 

client avatar and start speaking directly to them. 

7. You should pick one business model to start serving your niche and stick with it 100% 

for at least one year. 

8. Build an online fitness business you love, that generates predictable, recurring income 

and finally gives you the freedom and lifestyle you want with help of the Masterclass:

SUBTEXT

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE
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